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A VISION OF A FUTURE HAITI:
The devastating 7.0 earthquake of January 12, 2010, exacted an enormous human and material toll, but it also
presents an opportunity to build a new and improved Future Haiti.
A couple of considerations are paramount to the proposal.
First is the obvious immense material destruction wrought by the earthquake.
Second are the urban overcrowding conditions that compounded the level of damage.
One of the reasons for the migration of many of the rural population to urban centers, is the lack of opportunities
and facilities in the rural locales.
This proposal offers a place-based solution; that is geared to initiating and growing, local opportunities and
initiatives, that allows villagers to remain close to their roots.
As about 2/3 of the Haitians live in rural areas, it is an urgent matter to provide local incentives that makes it
attractive to remain locally and this will aid in relieving the urban congestion.
The heart of the proposal is the Center of the Community (Centre de Commune), that offers a variety of services.
This holistic Centre is the hub of a number of networks and nodes:
The Centre is a place where people can meet and congregate, be entertained, and find educational and
employment opportunities. The Centre will encourage and sustain the building of Community and Placemaking, and
foster and strengthen local community ties and networks. The Centre will promote and practice sustainability, it will
be sensitive to people’s needs and dignity, and be respectful of traditional practices and customs.
An important element is the Welcome and Information Center (Centre d’Accueil). This Centre will have helpful and
knowledgeable staff members that will help and inform visitors, and aid them in finding the service that they need.
At the core is the Action Center (Centre d’Action) that coordinates and manages resources, information and various
networks. This Centre will be the spider in the web.
The Centre d’Action will be staffed by professionals with expertise in the areas of:
- Agriculture, Research, Employment, Communication and Information, Transportation, Health and Children,
Education, Civic matters, and Environmental and Sustainability issues.

It ensures that resources and people are available. If there is a surplus of foods, materials and products they can be
shared with other communities or exported. If there are shortages they will be supplemented by other communities
and sources.
The formation of a resource bank is proposed so that goods and services can be freely exchanged whenever
needed.
The Centre de Commune will have six service areas that are color-coded for easy recognition.
1. Health and Childcare Services
Health Services, Day Care Center, Child Center, Kids Playground
2. Educational Support
Educational Services, Literacy Training, Library
3. Civic and Government Services
Action Center, Welcome Center, Community Center, Cultural Activities and Meeting Space, Post Office,
Government Services
4. Growth Center
Job Center and Training, Internet Café, Business Center, Research Lab(s)
5. Environment and Natural Resources
Environmental Center
6. Food Services and Transportation
Cafeteria and Coffee Shop, Kiosks, Outdoor Market, Transport Center

